transform
your
industry by
leading
with
purpose
Gain the skills to lead in the Net
Zero Economy with AMNIe's
workshops for executives looking
to drive growth through
sustainability and Environmental,
Social, and Governance (ESG)
acumen.

30 Seats Only
Series of Five Virtual
Workshops
$

550.00

package for five
workshops

$

450.00

EARLY BIRD price
until Dec 31

$

125.00
Jan 28- Feb 25
2022

The Future is Sustainability
AMNIe created this workshop series for
companies and management teams who are
looking to lead in the "Build Back Better
Economy". This series is designed to shed light
on the evolving trends in sustainable innovation,
risk, and responsibility. Each workshop
highlights current topics and approaches for
business integration of common sustainability
topics based on both opportunity, responsibility,
and risk management. Learn from experts,
engage and collaborate with a multi-disciplinary
team to co-create an inclusive path to Net
Positive - embedding your unique purpose.

per workshop

Virtual Event
via Zoom

Register today!
info@amnie.org

amnie.org

workshop Series schedule:

leading with purpose
Jan 28

WORKSHOP 1:
LISTEN AND RETHINK

Feb 04

WORKSHOP 2:
FEEL

Feb 11

WORKSHOP 3:
SAY

Feb 18

WORKSHOP 4:
DO

Feb 25

WORKSHOP 5:
THINK, FEEL, SAY, DO

Introducing the Evolution of Sustainability
Which sustainability trends and risks are most relevant
today? Think through the sustainability evolution
what ESG means in practice for business culture,
strategy, risk, and performance. Assess materiality in
the "Build Back Better Economy".
Building Sustainability Culture
How do you develop a culture that enables innovation
and sustainability? Embark on an experiential
discovery of hidden barriers to innovation. Practice
cutting edge tips that build inclusive teams with
unlocked potential.
Communicating with Impact
What does the financial sector expect from
disclosures? Which impact and sustainability or
Environmental, Social, and Governance practices
should a company report? Whether public or private,
cut through the noise and tell an authentic story.

Designing Pathways to Net Zero and Beyond
Which is the best path forward? What is Net Positive
vs. Net Zero? Experiment with a Net Zero "Target" and
design a path to reach it, working with the insights
gathered from prior work and in facilitated peer
groups.
Activating Leadership Purpose
How does sustainability intersect with values? In
which way are sustainability and purpose linked? How
does the awareness and knowledge of self lead to
purposeful leadership? How to unlock potential in
your leadership.

featured speakers *

Justin Bull
Sustainable
Innovation, UBC

Eugenio Villamizar
Production HR,
Netflix

Juvarya Veltkamp
Director of Climate
Strategy, CCLI

Amrita Aggarwal
Diversity and Inclusion
Specialist

Mihaela Launeanu
Organizational
Psychologist

Irina Scarlete
CEO, AMNIe

Lenny Kessler
CEO, WHYO

Daphne Biliouri-Grant
Sustainability and ESG
Expert

*Full speaker list to be confirmed closer to
event date

featured partners

Register today!
info@amnie.org

amnie.org

Let's make the world
more sustainable
register today

Workshop Features

Network with likeminded individuals and
subject matter experts

Acquire sustainability
tools which instantly
apply to your business

Add on services

Micro-advisory packages are available to
help guide your organization through the
following:
ESG and Sustainability Integration
Climate Risk and Strategy
Path to Net Zero Advisory
Contact us to learn more.

amnie.org

info@amnie.org

Apply design thinking
concepts and engage in
virtual collaboration

About us
AMNIe™ is a global management consulting
firm on a mission to simplify access to
sustainability knowledge, for organizations of
all sizes, around the world. We are creative,
bold, agile, and meticulous in delivery to
enhance value for our clients. AMNIe™ is a
global team that operates with a network of
experts and partners. We are harmonious in
what we think, say, feel, and do - and we help
our clients achieve this as well.

(778)-601-3796

